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ABSTRACT

The steady-state analysis of open or closed networks consisting

of n nodes interconnected by links over which mass flows is the

subject of this report. Formulas are derived which yield the

equilibrium mass balance at each node in terms of a set of speci-

fied parameters which characterize both nodes and links. The

solution is then generalized to the case of a k-priority network of

interconnected nodes, either open or closed. k-priority systems

are solved recursively and formulas are given which determine delays

at each node for a fixed priorizy mass element in terms of known

parameters.
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INTRODUCTION

A dynamic model of a materials balance consisting of a system

of simultaneous equations has three possible modes of behavior

as time inc-cases. There may be unlimited increase or decrease

of a variable; there may be attained constant levels of the

variables not depending upon time; or there may be oscillatory

solutions. Thus when the derivatives of the dependent variables

are set equal to zero, the roots of the resulting system of equa-

tions identify the combinations of values of the dependent

variables within which the steady-state combinations are a

subset. By steady state one means either the case in which the

dependent variables attain constant values independent of time

or the case in which they yield fixed temporal averages. The

linear steady-state network model of an open systen referred to

here can best be visualized in terms of a network flow diagran

containing several or points of accunilation of "species,"

i.e., substances of somte kind connected bh linkages over which

material tr'tnsfe. occurs that is gocverned by physical I'al's or man-

made control rules or both .A bas Ic governing principle in ihe

constructic;n of the wodv which is true for detter.inistic Cases

and for a wide variety of c,,ses in %,hich the flows -re -ojerncd

by stochastic rulcs [lI jI the fol lowi4 i,

I



total means input rate to cell i =

Qi volume of cell i

=D. = mean delay time in cell i1

= total mean output rate from cell i. (1)

A set of external sources Leij and sinks Ndi• identify those

inputs and outputs of substances which have the effect of forcing

exchanges among cells in such a way that a set of constant flows

across nodes results. In a steady-state condition the sumre.

necessarily equals the sum Ed.. One anticipates that this condi-1

tion can be satisfied in which different combinations of mean flow

rates across nodes are possible and in fact it is shown below that

one can set independently the values of mean flow rate across a

fixed subset of nodes while satisfying the side condition ei = Ud..

The solution one obtains is in terms of the constant ratios

Q.
r. = (2)1 P.

1

which are the limiting values obtained by averaging the input rate

to node i over time from, 0 to + e. Knowing the ratios r. andi

either the mean residence time ) or cell volume D. tile remainingi 1

quantitiy can be deter;;incd. The model can be used for identifying

feasible sets of external demands upon the network as well as

obtaining specific solutions. In application the nodes iaight

represent :enters in which traffic of some kind arrives and departs

after the occurrence of certain events at the node. The sinks

Might also reipresCnt demand points for a commodity such as water

over a geographic area.
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EQUATIONS 01: M-\SS BALANCE

An open system differs from a closed syste:ma in that there arc

exogeneous sources which feed mass in o the system at one or more

nodes at specified rates. In addition there are exogeneous sinks

into which mass flows from certain nodes at specified rates. If

the system is in a steady-state condition, the mass input rate munst

equal the mass output rate. A closed system is obtained if this

value is identically zero. A specification of the exogeneous

inputs e. and outputs di does not determine the flow rates ýui

into nodes from strictly inte2rnaZ ci•'cuZations within the system.

It does, however, restrict the set of possible combinations of

u.'s and hence r.'s that will satisfy the mass balance equations.1

By definition, one has in steady-state that

Q.
Q= r. + e. = u. + d. a r. (3)
D. i 1 1 i 11

where

d. mass flow rate to an exogeneous

1 sir.k from node i (i = 1 .... n) .

e. = mass flow rate into node i from
an exogeneous source. (i = 1,..,n)

u. = non-negative mass flow rate out of
node i to other nodes in the
network. (i = 1,... n)

Althougl" the averaigc thro:-h -uts imust exist if the sv'stcl,.

has a steady state thcy do P.'e eCCes :ar iiv rerr'eesot i-ramet cr5

ex-pljcit in lhe for1!2l0ati )m of t",1 : e e:: 't physi,'• iJ yn,;.ic

of the material1 ! .',ance e1W MeAs They may. be se, to cen.struct

stedJo .- t.-5 tri c,•u::tioncs o ull c " .o. t "e Si fyS tL,: Ill cth -

tionls g~overni:r, th~e temn'o:ia d?'n•;:i.ai of the 5stL'>t.. Inl thi s ciisc,



one may specify independently certain directionaZ coefricients

which are needed in order to solve for the triA which yields

ratei':fsr...i. (not accumulations). Let

P = [pij] (4)

where

pij = fraction of mass leaving node
i that arrives at node j.
(i~j = ... n.

In some applications there may be limits upon the rates at which

mass can enter or leave or both enter and leave a node. Let

a. = maximum allowable arrival rate of mass (5)
1 into node i from combined sources.

U = 1....,n)

a = minimum allowable arrival rate of mass (6)
into node i from combined sources.
(0 = 1,..,n)

b. = maximum allowable departure rate of (7)
mnass from node i.
(i = 1 ..... n)

b. = minimum allowable departure rate of
mass from mnod. i.

Note that a. =u. + e. =a. and b. =u. + d = b. (i l,..,n)-1I t I 1 --1 1 1 1

For the i-th node, therefore, one has under steady-state condition

that

N
u. P*ji + . =u d3. (Sj

j=1

or, since

Q. (u. + dji).i

4



C(QJ - -.

jD i ýdj pji+ . = 0-i

Dr D

j=1 j=11

=i 1 , . . n

Equations (9) can be written as a single n x n matrix equation

in cases where the p.. 's are specified in advance.

S- - I 9

SI

P2P22--- n- 02-) :"pd

.Z j j2 - '

SD,
j =1 j I I

( i = I ... n

Eq a in* 9 a eIT t e asI in e n n m t ix e u t o

Pin Pins nn n

or,

PR =C(I

(1ierc , is the n x 1 c -l-t-m Pnector of ratdi j / j 'Il C is the

Colwnmn ve)1: ' the :ri.11t ,itnlli 5'Ž If Onet is I ~ia. l 'it

CILOS( svstcm' ill islich flhc rigýhl huC11 sj'lc C" '. 1ct0ci1I

:01-0 then CclIt in (10) it 1by

t t ! r



-(1P 1 ) P21 . P i O
D1

P 12 " (1-P22) ----- Pn2 0

0 !

D2

Pin P2n Pnn 071L 1 1 
n. . Q I1-1-~ Q

where

Q = total mass conserved in system.

In applications involving materials handling systems or

certain traffic systems the pi j's may be fixed in advance or
it may be clear as to which combinations of pis are permissible.

In other applications where one is dealing with large volumes

of a mass such as lake water or liquid moving through a porous

mecdium the p. 's may be unknown but could be determined as part

of the solution in which case one is dealing with n 4 n unknowns.

The number of equations in this case depends upon boundary

conditions governing the pi. and other physical consideraticns.

This paper dueals only with the case in which the pi Is are

known or cjn be specified parametically.
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RANK 01 TIHE P-NLAVR IX

It is easy to show that the n-th row of the P lnmatrix in

equation (10) is a linear combination of the first (n-I) rows

the result being that its rank is at most n-i. Thus, at lcast

one rate Qk (for some k) must be specified independently imply-
Dk

ing that many' different internal circulation rates are possible

while the external inputs •ei and outputs td remain fixed.

However, Qk = rk may be limited by restrictions (5), (6), and
Dk

(7), i.e.,
Q k

max [o, •, - - rk k k -k nun ak, bk

and o = uk* (k = 1,..,n)

Consider the three node network specified below. Assume an

exogeneous source at node 1 with c1 - 100 and an exogeneous

sink at node 3 with d- = 100. All other e. and d. are assumed

to be zero.

e,:L 100 1/2

G 2',_ -- .) ¢
,11 D = 1, fl•= 2, [) _ = 3

1/ 2

d4 (1 100

()nc, has for the balancC eqtuation

-1-1 •2 7Il 0 . 0

•- "5_ if Q-100 •3 - 10 t0

Q11 1 l 10 0
I -~ Q 2  • 30

-'- ; 3 " 7



Upon solving (13) one finds

Q= 22 + .37 Q3

Q= -46 + .60Q3  (14)

In other words the system has one degree of freedom but Q 3 is

constrained by inequality (12). Suppose further that

a b 0 and = bb+ so that (12) reduces to

3 +d

o = u 3 + 100 =
3

0 U3

where upon

Q3 7, 300.

If Q3 = 300 then u- = 0 meaning that node 3 acts as a sink rela-

tivoe to internal circulations within the system. If one sets Q3

7,300 then u 3 0 and node 3 no longer behaves as a sink. It

is also clear that increasing Q3 also increases the internal flow

rate between other nodes.

It is apparent that provided the P matrix cannot be block-

diagonalized to the ?orm

r\



meani nj; that all nodes "commounicate," thc rank' Of P is n-I. If,

in contrast, one can subdivide 1P as show.,n in (15) one is dcalingý,

with independent subnetwo-rks w-1hich may be analyzed separately.

Thc rank of P in this case is n -. where: ý is the number of bloclks

on thc diagonal.

MIEAN DELAY IN Tiff. SYSTEM

The mean delay (mean residence time) at a node is related

to mean flow across the node and node volume according to

equation (3). The values of any two of the quantities ui,

Q., or D.i determines the third which holds for deterministic

systems and for many stochastic systems [1, 2). For present

purposes it is assumed that mean delays at nodes are known or can

be computed once the u. II are known. The mean delay of an

element of mass in the system can now be computed when the rule

govcrnin{L the transfer of mass among nodles is known. Little

more can be said unless one assumes that mass elements move

within the system at random so that at a particular no-de each

elemnt~i has an equal chance of being selected to rnove in a

particular "direction." In this case the theory of f~rst

passage times for Mark-ox chains applieos and the mendelay

of a unit in the systemn can again be co;,puted in a straight

forwa:rd ma., 7102. The col'mputation"S ar'e rb Io elow.

Let

Ill.= man l a nomt rdh i.
elii'at o~0n-01"r. nodev i to

noe . (Ii j 1 , u; iJ

p)



The value cf M. cam be determined in the following way which
1j

is a straight forward application of the theory of first passage

times for Markov chains. Denote by PT the transpoose of the P

matrix. Let j denote the node to which a mass element is to be

transported. Redefine the p.. 's corresponding to node i as (1,

0, --- , 3) so that once a mass element enters node j it remains

there. Reposition this vector as the first row in PT so that the

revised form of PT, call it 17T is

[ 0 --- 0

=T = 21 P22 --- P2N (17)

Phl Pn2 - nn

The only requirement on the order of the remaining rows

and columns is that their order agree. That is, row order must

equal colu~im order. (In many' cases pii = 0). Denote by S the

submnatrix abtained from T by deleting the first row and first

columI. let [m -] be the mat-.ix delf >e-d by
13

[m iji I-S- 
S

Then

!:•;•.?.y. t'ot~u~ g ., th th prevvious ex:n~ ,and! ,ssu.,ing,

th'it 13 i 0,0 zet j 3, Sso that

10



3 1 2

3 1 0 0

FT 1 1/2 0 1/2 
(2o)

2 112 1/2

and

/2 /7 (21)

Thenl

I - s = (22)

-112 1 (2

and

[I~ ~ .-j = I'f 12/5] 2;

The rcan dolay- encountered by a nass e heient in rcachji r
node 3 fro;n node 1 i therefore

11+
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Simai larly

23 21 1)1 + i22 D2

2 4 iI + 2 = 10 (2S)
3 3* 3

MULTIPLE PRIORITY SYSTEMS

Multiple priority systems occur when mass elements are tagged

in a way which identifies them by the mean delay they encountered

at a node. Whenever one "species" takes precedence over another

at a given node in such a way that it encounters a shorter time

delay, it is said to have a higher priority than the other species.

The only complicating factor entering into the analysis of the

multiple priority system is the compntation of the mean deli"; for

the lower priority elements since they now depend upon the moan

del-,iS of the higher priority elements.

B...ANCI .X .\A 2-PriORTTY qYSTENI

It is assumed thzit the network contains two "species" of mass

wl ich flw', through nodes and ove'r links in the manner describdcI!

auove . !'hc i:t'ten:ce here is that one species takes prece.c.',

ovr th.- ot-" in tiag throug-h any node. The "low priority'

. . .1 a noz only. when there is no "high priority"'

,I,• Cl: t :'ole. Denoting the high and low priorities by 1 and

2, rcsp,'.eti\c y, (oIe d..fC'ine th- fol ,lowing syvi-bols.

1 2



Let

Dli = iran delay at node i of priu'-ity I oass c..cz~t: (26,)

(i = 1,...,n).

D2i= mean delay at node i of priority 2 mass elevents (27)

(i = 1,...,.n)

quantity of priority 1 mass present at node i (2$)

under equilibrium conditions

(i = 1 ... n)

Q2i = quantity of priority 2 mass present at node i (29)

under equilibrium conditions

(i =

Further, 'let

" and ri. dcn'ote the average output rates of :ass of pricrities

1 and 2, res:-cctively, f,; nude i (i = ,.,n)

Let

proportion of priority I ,ass !caving noee i

that iS directed to no1e 0,

P2ii prop'3rt inn of priority. 2 ,'uiss leaving node i

thatt ii directed to node i,

:. . I ct
rk

L) --

(1, 1 1, 2; 1 1,. ,¢ '



where

bki = maxiriu::, allowable dep;trture rate of k-th

priority mass from i-th node.

The coefficicnt pki always lies between 0 and 1 anA is called the

Lo~-zi , for mass of priority k and the i-th node. This means

the priority rm.2y change for a fixed mass element at different

nodes.

The following assumptions are madle concerning the behavior

of the system containing mass of both high and low priority.

(1) The analysis with respect to priority I mass remains

unchanged from that given above since it does not

recognize the existence of priority 2 mass.

(2) If priority 1 mass is removed fron the system, then

priority 2 mass is the only priority present a.nd the

mass balance analys;ý is the same as that given above.

In this case, the D,. can be independently specified

since there is, in fact, a single priority to be

anaplye-d. In such a circu:.-stance denote i by the s)mbol
i2where

)*i = mean delay of -rioritv 2 i-mass at node i (31)

when all priority I mass is absent from

the syste:.

(3P) Whc, lb, priorities of -,"ass are present the mass balance

coa::,ti•::: e•" o.'rie'ity 2 fol l;W thosCe of priority 1 after

thle del - P2 i have been detc rV'in.1o.

14



The delay of a priori ty 2 mass elcment at a node is the su;m

of 1) its delay Dh when no pricrity 1 cic':.cnts ar, at node i;

2) the delay Lli due to the presence of priority 1 mass e]ement<;

3) an additional delay generated by the arrival of pr'orit ty I mss

elemnents during the inter-als * and ) which is
2i *li

i (D* + D)

an additional delay generated by the arrival of priority 1 mass

elements during the interval defined oy Pli (D*i + i) which is

2 .
li + li

4) and so on.

When sum;-,ed, one has that

D +~ D

2i 0 2oi

(.*) +DI 1 (32J
= (D. + 1li

Note that all quantities on t}l- ":ight hand si-le of (32 are knn,

p1 i is obtained from the c::azio:

A'I ~ ~ c(II! iil '-.i

-1-

"2ii - --Ili ii

Ani cq :tlti on ,,I.' ,.Q,& t ."* m' .' I i~. Ye,':c i a ':.• '} a'Il ':ar,:" •;-'"

an a 1' .s :e't i a .'.... ..... .... - a>n '~

the rati os r,. Q: .

DLi.1



Fro2t, (32) one obtains D and thus Q~. can be computed. The
2i

essential point is that the mean delays for lower priorities cannot

be specified indepctdently as in the case of the priority-I ele:nents.

BALA.-NCE IN A K-PRIORITY SYSTEM

One can now analyze closed or open networks having k priorities

of mass units. Assuming that lower priority units do not -ffect

the behavior of higher priority units, one solves for (Q11I....

(Q2 1 "'Q2n) n).....(Qkl . respectively. The solution

of the mass balance equations for the i-th priority requires the

previous (i-l) solutions. Definitions that correspond to (26'

through (30) are made for each priority. The only real complexity

that enters is the determination of D.. which is the delay of a
J1

mass elemcent of the J-th priority at node i. One can show that

D.. is given by the for,,7ula

D..= D* + 1) + +' + 1 +
= j-lI- +2i " i

1 [p*. + I + +1 i + I) ]
1-- l i " j-l,i 21" lii(4

where

j-li - li + 02i + + oj-li

16,
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